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The languages of the Tierra del Fuego have been variously observed and recorded since 1520 by explorers, scientists, medical doctors, geographers, archaeologists, geologists, missionaries, and anthropologists. The Indian people have even been featured in a documentary by Jacques Cousteau. In spite of the extra-ordinary attention, which indeed is merited by these extra-ordinary people, there is little linguistic material published until recently.

Since most of the material available was gathered in earlier times the remarks are at times amusingly quaint. Skottsberg (1913, p. 581) reveals the difficulties of recording in this remote and bleak area. He says that his interpreter knew some Spanish "and spoke her own language fluently".

The Qwasqar language (known as Alacaluf) in particular has very little published material. There are several word lists — the early ones were compiled by Cooper (1917) and Lehmann-Nitsche (1919). Remarks on the sound system, based on the methodology available in the early 1900's, have been published by Borgatello, Gusinde, and Skottsberg. There is an amazing lack of grammatical material; Borgatello identified several morphemes. See Lounkota and Tovar for summaries and bibliography. Valory (1968) updated the summaries and history. The most recent recording of the language with linguistic methodology is the material gathered from 1971 to 1976 by Clairis. He made three expeditions to the Tierra del Fuego, totaling six months, under the auspices of the Universidad Católica de Valparaíso. In addition, informants were brought to Valparaíso for three months of study. Clairis' materials also include the generous gift of Emperaire’s field notes, and these are invaluable in helping determine meaning. Most of the material is still in field notebooks and on tapes, but it promises to be a rich source of linguistic data in the future as analysis is undertaken. In this study we gave more attention to the Qwasqar language than the others because it is the least mentioned in recent classificatory statements. Also we had Clairis' materials and it seemed appropriate to take advantage of this opportunity.

The most complete Selk'nam materials are from Najis, and these are extremely useful because of the grammatical notes provided. Thoroughly reliable linguistic studies are coming out of the universities of Chile and Argentina now, so the future of comparative studies across language families promises to be very bright.
The present article is a first step in treating these languages according to comparative principles. It is our purpose to set forth the work at this early stage in order to elicit revisions and additions. It is a slow and tedious process to find formulas for correspondences with such limited data and with differences in orthographies. In the first place it is difficult and seemingly impossible at times to find cognates, even though they might be there. Some of the word lists, supposedly for the same language, seem to be as different as distinct languages. Lack of speaking ability on the part of most of the investigators makes it difficult to assess the materials. The differences of the vocabulary items might be attributed to vocabulary variations rather than distinct languages. For example, in English various investigators might record several vocabulary items for the word 'dog' : cur, pet, poodle, bitch, canine. The word lists made through the centuries are not consistently glossed. 'Man', for example, might be found under 'male, human being, person, husband' or the equivalent in Spanish, German, Italian, or French.

For a serious comparative study, one must know the distribution of the phonological contrasts, as well as the allophonic distribution. This information is what leads one to discover the patterns of split and merger and the realignment of allophones in their development. Yet none of these languages is sufficiently analyzed to give this information. In addition, it is essential to know the morphological segmentation in order to identify cognates in their simplest forms. This information is not available either. Nevertheless, we have proceeded on the assumption that these languages follow a general pattern found in related or neighboring South American languages, i.e. basic morphemes have a one-syllable shape. See Matteson, et al., pp. 163-166; Wheeler, pp. 96-97; and Loos. Stems are constructed with two or more of the one-syllable morphemes. The order of the basic morphemes may be changed in the historical development, i.e. there may be metathesis on the morphological level as is found often enough on the phonological level in language change. Examples are replete throughout the Panoan and Tacanan studies (Shell; and Key, 1968 a). The morphological segmentation in our cognate list must be revised as more knowledge of the languages is published.

Since the difficulties are so great, thus augmenting the possibilities for error, we have chosen to stay very narrowly within semantic ranges. For the most part, we have chosen 'cognates' with same, or almost the same meanings. Though we know in the history of language change, the semantic domains extend themselves, we have avoided at least some errors in the phonetic range by keeping the semantic range narrow.

For example, when we looked for 'tree' we did not spend a lot of time pursuing other possibly related vocabulary items: 'stump, house pole, pinetree, tall thing, canoe material, shadegiver, hammock-supporter, trail-maker, etc.'

At this stage the material does not permit a clear-cut presentation of correspondences between the languages. It may be that the linking languages are lost, (see discussion in Key, Chapter 1, in press a) or it may be that the study is not far enough along to give enough information to determine the development of the reflexes. Therefore we have proceeded from generalities gleaned from the comparative studies already published on supposedly related languages.

This is a necessary way to proceed when information is lacking. In fact, the work on Indo-European languages proceeded in this fashion, for example, the placing of Tokharian in the IE family, according to Pedersen (p. 245). The generalities that we used as bases for our observations are those phonological changes and patterns that have been noted in the Chon, Panoan, and Tacanan comparative studies (Suárez, Shell, Key, 1968 a). Correspondences which occur in those language families appear to show up across other language families, assuming that the relationship posited between Chon and Pano-Tacanan is correct. Unsolved problems in these comparative studies also show up as residue in the Fuegian languages.

Fluctuation of phonemes is a phenomenon that occurs in Chama, a Tacanan language (Key, 1968 b, Key, in press, b). It has been seen that the patterns of fluctuation are related to the correspondences in the sister languages (Key, 1968 a, p. 45):

Fluctuation takes place in patterns; only certain exchanges are allowed. The phonemes must be similar in some way, either by point or manner of articulation. At least some of the fluctuation /can/ be accounted for by borrowings from sister languages. ... Either the sounds involved are proved reflexes of a sister language or remain as unexplained residue in one of the sister languages. For example, the fluctuation between k, x, and h is listed. All three of these are reflexes in the sister languages of *x. Fluctuation between t, s, and h is listed. All three of these are reflexes of *t and *s in the sister languages.

The Qawasqar and Chon languages exhibit a large number of examples of variations, fluctuations, and possible correspondences that follow these same patterns. Besides those listed in the paragraph above, there are many examples of t alternating with h (reflexes of Chama and Cavineña from Proto-Tacanan, Key, 1968 a, p. 35). There are examples of m/n in the Qawasqar/Chon materials, and in the Tacanan-speaking area of Bolivia, the Madidi River is called 'Nahihi', by the Cavineña (Tacanan) exhibiting regular correspondence of d : h. Throughout the Chon and Alacaluf materials there is dialect variation and alternation of a and e (Suárez, 1970, p. 39).

The phonological system of Qawasqar according Clairis is the following:

```
p t c q
f s z
m n l r
y w
```

The /q/ has front and back variants. Qawasqar appears to have a three-vowel system. The front vowel /e/ has several variants in the front high and mid range; the back vowel /o/ has high and mid variants; the low, central vowel /a/ has the least variation in articulation. In addition there is some centralization of vowels with an articulation approaching /z/.
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Selk'nam also has a three-vowel system: e, o, a. Note that the voiced and voiceless consonants of both of these systems are clearly demarcated by the consonant types — stops/fricatives on the one hand, and resonants/semi-vowels on the other.

The configuration of these phonological systems should be compared to the configuration of the Proto-Panoan (Shell), and Proto-Tacanan (Key, 1968a) systems.

The comparative material suggested in the following lists will be presented from the point of view of Qawasqar. The Qawasqar phonemes are given, followed by the words which illustrate these sounds in the cognate lists. In a few cases where no Qawasqar form was available for cognates found in the Chon languages, the phoneme given is from one of the other languages. Since this study is tentative, the examples may or may not show real correspondences.

n in sets: blood, boat, brother-in-law, dead one, die, give, laugh, left/right, man, milk, navel, nose, old, shoulder, stomach, wet.

l in sets: albatross, before, brother-in-law, cloud, fly, forehead, hair, head, knee, lie, live, look for, nose, pain, pretty, sea gull, star, tongue, trash, water, yellow.

r in sets: back, bad, bone, cave, cut, dance, dream, eat, feather, finger, forehead, girl, meat, mushroom, nose, old, path, rock, spear, thing, thrust, tree.

y in sets: after, albatross, basket, before, boat, breath, brother-in-law, canoe, cave, Chilean, die, duck, know, look for, meat, mouth, path, rock, say, sea urchin, sing, yes.

w in sets: after, brother-in-law, cave, dance, eat, finger, forest, hard, hit, night, no, odor, palm, say, sea urchin, skin, stomach, stranger, sun, thrust, walk, wash.

e in sets: boat, canoe, cheek, Chilean, cloud, cook, cut, dance, dream, drink, eye, feather, finger, girl, give, hard, head, how much? kiss, kneel, knot, know, laugh, lie, man, meat, mushroom, navel, night, odor, palm, path, pretty, push, quiet, say, sea urchin, sing, sleep, star, stranger, sun, sweet, thrust, tree, walk, yes.

a in sets: back, basket, breath, brother-in-law, cheek, dark, dream, forehead, nose, one, sea gull, shoulder, slime, some, water, yellow.

i in sets: albatross, angry, ash, back, bad, basket, basket, before, blood, bone, breath, brother-in-law, canoe, Chilean, cloud, cut, dance, dark, dead one, die, divide, drink, eye, finger, fly, foot, forest, girl, give, hair, hard, head, hit, house, how much? kiss, kneel, knot, know, laugh, left/right, live, look for, man, mouth, night, night, no, odor, old, path, pretty, rock, say, sea gull, sea urchin, sing, sit, skin, sleep, slime, some, spear, stomach, stomach, sun, tall, thing, tongue, trash, tree, walk, wash, water, well, wet, yellow, yes.

WORD LISTS

It seems useful to continue the format used in the comparative Tacanan study (Key, 1968a), since it has been subsequently used, and the comparative files of various scholars would profit from an established precedent. Therefore we are using an alphabetical order of simple English forms, with cross-referencing. South American studies which use this format for comparative purposes are: Durbin and Sejias, 1973; Huttar, 1972; Matteson, et al., 1972; Suárez, 1973. See discussion in Key, Chapter I, (in press a). In addition to the English gloss, we are sometimes adding a Spanish gloss when the work is ambiguous in meaning. For example, "clay (barro)", "divide (reparir)"", "fly (mosca)".

In 1926 Tonelli included in his Ona-Selk'nam study, a comparative word list of Ona and Alacaluf, with about 100 cognates, most of which we also consider to be cognate. We have not changed the orthographies of already published.
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works. The numbers following the entries correspond to the numbers in the Tacanan study (Key, 1968a). For example, night; and night-3.
The Qawasqar-Alacaluf data are from: Borgatello; Clairis; Cooper; Lehmann-Nitsche; Tonelli. The Chon data are from: Beauvoir; Cooper; Lehmann-Nitsche; Najlis; Schuller; Suárez; Swadesh; Tonelli. The Tacanan data are from: Key. The Panoan data are from: d'Ans; d'Ans and Van den Eynde; Key, 1968a; Loos; Shell.

The word lists contain examples from the following languages:

Qawasqar (= Alacaluf)
Qa: Qawasqar

Chon
Chon: Chon
Ona: Ona
Selk: Selk’nam
Te: Tehuelche

Mostene
Mostene: Mostene

Tacanan
*T: Proto-Tacanan
Cav: Cavineña
Chm: Chama
Huay: Huarryo
Rey: Reyesano
Tac: Tacana

Panoan
*P: Proto-Panoan
Ama: Amahuaca
Chan: Chaminhua
Che: Chacobo
Cp: Capanaahua
Ceh: Cashibo
Mar: Marinahua
Yam: Yaminahua

after: Qa yat. Selk jowm. Cav haddy-aco; Tac dacofo, socho.
albatross: Qa kail (Tonelli). Selk qaj.
basket: Qa c’epas. Chm eka; Tac etsaiki.
basket: Qa te-yo. Selk ta’jyow.
before: Qa yalaw. Selk lajlo; lao; Chm yawafo.

boat (barco): See also canoe. Qa ye’mase. Selk jenj (canoe).
bone: Qa (q)jar. Ona ko; Selk q’o?.
*P pos[V]ko (ankle).
breath: Qa asweyes. Selk xe; xexa-xweis.
brother-in-law: Qa wojelqas. Selk wa-j, wahrn. Ama wana-ca?
canoe: Qa qayef. Tac kwaba.

cave: Qa yara. Tac ra.
cheek: Qa ko; ko (Tonelli). Chm e-šeno.
chilean: Qa yema. Ama hama-wa?
clay (barro): Qa cafes. Selk t’a?
cloud: Qa qeplas. Ona pala.
come: Selk xe-nn. Cav ke.
cook: Qa peyma. Cav sa’pa’; Tac dapa-ke.
cut: Qa ceratqap. Selk te’je (c. in portions); aheer. *T si-k. *P fa?ri.
dance: Qa waraq. Selk we’.
dark (oscurio): See also night. Qa ai-oulapou (night-Hyades). Selk p’ar.
*T aqi.
dead one: Qa zanana. Selk jian; Te zám-. Tac mano-i-čeno. *P mawa-(to die); Ama nu?.
divide (repartir): Qa cas. Selk sha je [šaj].
dream: Qa qeqas. Selk š-k’or.
duck: Qa qayep. Selk gahn.
eat: Qa qewas (hambre), q’saqa. Selk qar (hambre). Cav ara.
eye: Qa tas-te. Ona t-ter; Selk o(tr); Te otel. Chm e-ko-xa; Tac t-ter-a.
feather: Qa t-ter-ter; seter, šte (Tonelli). Ona shtrh; Selk šeštr.
finger: Qa terwa (also hand). Ona terrh; Selk t-er. *P mitoti.
fly (mosca): Qa qemataš. Selk te’i (mosquito). Cav di(?); Chm ?di?
(mosquito).
foot: Qa qat; alka (Empereire). Chon kel; Selk qaj; Te South kauj.
forest: Qa qaswes. Selk h-esqan/enqan.
girl: Qa karke (Tonelli). Ona karke-n (Tonelli); télken; Selk t’elqan.
hair: Qa al (grey hair). Ona aliq; Selk ?a.
house: Qa at, ata. Selk ka-uj. Chm e’ji; Huar eti. Ama hatatap’as.
how much?: Qa agvesa. Tac kehwa.
kiss: Qa caf’cana. Selk c’et’e.

knee: Qa t’el’et; Ona kerren (knee cap); kacrerke (Swadesh); ter, ter (Tonelli).

knot (slipknot) (lazo): Qa tay. Selk te’?

Chm wakahé.
know (saber) : Qa ayget (no sé). Selk ajker. Chm kwa'na (no sé).
laugh : Qa xanæsta. Selk ank'ën [broma].
left/right : Qa asan-tereq. Selk aya'na (left). *T āni (left) ; Chm ñāni (left/right).
lie (mentira) : Qa lek (Tonelli). Selk le-qe.
live : Qa qeqal. Selk -ka- (uncertain). Cav ca'ca ; Chm aha'exe. Ama ha-
man : Qa aqenasa. Ona ë'ônica ; Selk cona, ñann. Huar e'ôhi. *P oni ; Ama
honi?.
meat : Qa yeper. Selk jëpr. Cav e'ami. Ama yapa nami?.
kiñâ.
mushroom : Qa ter (Tonelli). Ona yoken ; Selk te-hi. Tac teriri.
navel : Qa qenxa. Cav so'ë ; Tac co (irregular). Chan tòhi ; Yam tói.
night : Qa aqayaw. Selk ñan'kun. Cav meta ; Chm meka-ze.
no : Qa qalaw. Selk taw.
noise : Qa nos. Ona a't ; Selk ow'i ; TeSouth or.
odor (bad) : Qa k-wade (Tonelli). Selk wa'êe. Cav wanida ; Chm -siye. Ama
pisi?.
one : Qa taqo. Selk sôos.
palm (of hand) : Qa terwa-cewe. Selk ce-jì.
path (camino) : Qa ter(e)yô ~ ter(e)yô. Selk terj (flat sandy place). Cav
ekari.
pretty : Qa laip (also good). Selk olêj-cô.
push : Qa a'cëqas. Chan pìtsi ; Mar pitsiwiit.
quiet (tranquilo) : Qa taryeqsa. Selk pe.
rock : Qa yar (Tonelli). Ona yarr ; Selk jahir.
sea gull : Qa gola'q. Selk ko'le'ñ.
sea urchin : Qa aqšor, yaqnes. Selk aq'ës, ?e(?)òw.
shoulder : Qa tâqson. Selk k'öjün. Chm ebejoxo. Ama pañtonko?.
sing : Qa yeqal (also dance). Selk jëwêj.
sit : Qa pap. Ona pen ; Selk pe.
skin (also bark) : Qa qawes. Ona kal-pen ; Selk hâl. Ama šak'a.
sleep : Qa (tqame ; aqaye 'night'. *T tâvi.
shine (lampa) : Qa tsapo. Selk sôoyj.
spear (lanza) : Qa aparero, gerasana, gerañaza-na. Ama hanîi? ; Mar arapon-
tao.
star : Qa celawese. Selk telu, celj-amë (estrella de mer). *P wîñima.
Stomach : Qa qacen. Ona kat ; Selk q'as'. Chm see (intestine) ; Tac etzana
(intestine).
Stomach : Qa (panza) aqaw. Selk haw (buche, craw).
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